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Background: The term “endurance sport (ES)” is broadly used to characterize any exercise that requires maintainence of high cardiac output 
over extended time. However, the relative amount of dynamic (volume) vs. static (pressure) cardiac stress varies across ES disciplines. We sought to 
determine if high dynamic/low static ES (running) versus high dynamic/high static ES (rowing) lead to differential forms of cardiac remodeling.
methods: Competitive collegiate male long-distance runners (n=38) and rowers (n=33), free of cardiac disease, were studied with conventional 
and speckle tracking 2D-echocardiography to facilitate comparative assessment of left ventricular (LV) structure and myocardial mechanics.
results: Runners demonstrated larger LV volumes but lower LV wall thicknesses (eccentric LV remodeling) than rowers (eccentric LV hypertrophy, 
Table). These structural differences were accompanied by differences in LV diastolic function with rowers demonstrating significantly more 
enhancement of early diastolic LV relaxation. LV systolic function, as assessed by numerous complementary indices, was similar in both groups.
conclusion: Cardiac adaptations differ significantly as a function of specific ES discipline. Further work is required to determine the mechanisms 
for this differential adaptation, to develop ES discipline specific normative values, and to evaluate the optimal therapeutic use of specific ES 
disciplines among patients with common cardiovascular diseases. 
